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 OLD SYRIAC GRAPHOTACTICS

GeorGe A. KirAz

BETH MARDUTHO: THE SYRIAC INSTITUTE

Abstract1

This paper examines the graphotactic development of the Old Syriac 
script. It provides a graphotactically-motivated edition of the oldest 
Syriac inscription from 6 ce, indicating graph joining and the spacing 
between graphs. The main claim of the paper is that Old Syriac writing 
was less cursive in the first century than the second, and the second 
century was less cursive than the third. Indeed, a number of graph-
emes, which are dual-joining in Classical Syriac, were right-joining in 
Old Syriac. The resulting data also help in confirming the dating of 
the earliest inscription and in settling at least one disputed reading.

The purpose of the present inquiry is to investigate the graphotactic 
properties of Old Syriac (sometimes called proto-Syriac),2 viz., its cur-
sive and spacing features. Broadly speaking, graphotactics is the study 
of the arrangement of graphemes, analogous with phonotactics in pho-
nology and morphotactics in morphology. Graphotactics has been the 
domain of the study of a wide variety of grapheme arrangement prob-
lems, ranging from the spacings between graphemes in Old English3 
to the automatic substitution of graph forms, especially those of Syriac 
and Arabic, in computer systems.4 This inquiry is confined to two 

1 I am indebted to the following: John Healey and Aaron M. Butts read an 
earlier draft and provided comments and suggestions. J. Healey provided me with a 
photograph of Bs2, and A. Butts two high-resolution images of P. Dura 28. Hoda 
Mitwally helped me to obtain publications not available at the Beth Mardutho 
Research Library. 

2 The term ‘Old Syriac’ is preferred here but should not be confused with the term 
‘Old Syriac Gospels’ which applies to the early Gospels written in Classical Syriac. 

3 Robert D. Stevick, Old English Graphotactics (http://faculty. washington.edu/
stevickr/graphotactics, Oct. 17, 2010). 

4 Nizar Y.A. Habash, ‘Nuun: A System for Developing Platform and Browser inde-
pendent Arabic Web Applications’, in Proceedings of the Arabic Translation and Localiza-
tion Conference (Tunis 1999), 59–65 [http://www.nizarhabash.com/publications/ 
atlas-99.pdf, Oct. 17, 2010]; G.A. Kiraz, ‘Ordering Malayalam Strings using a Two-Level 
System’, lecture handout at Mahatma Gandhi University (Kottayam, November 1994). 
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aspects of graphotactics: 1) the degree of cursive writing, or rather 
the joining properties of graphs, in Old Syriac, and 2) the spacing 
between graphs (both intra-word and inter-word spacing).

Old Syriac appears in three media types: inscriptions carved on 
stone (first to third centuries), inscriptions set in mosaic (second to 
third centuries), and writing on parchments (third century, more pre-
cisely 240–3 ce). (Shorter texts appear on papyri, coins and pottery 
but are excluded from this study).5 The Old Syriac script has been 
generally described as similar to Palmyrene cursive writing.6 Drijvers 
and Healey7 (hereinafter D&H) already noted that the three media 
types gave rise to three degrees of cursive writing, carvings on stone 
being the least cursive and writing on parchment the most, with set-
ting in mosaic in between. By the time of the first dated codex from 
411 ce (MS BL Add. 12,150),8 written in Classical Syriac, the Syriac 
script has become fully-cursive (at least in the case of dual-joining 
graphemes). This paper attempts to establish the development of  
cursive writing during the centuries prior to the 411 codex. During 
the course of the investigation, it will be shown that some graphemes 
may have been only right-joining at some point, and progressively 
became dual-joining by 411.

To set the stage for this inquiry, a graphotactically-motivated edition 
of the oldest of the inscriptions, As55 dated 6 ce, indicating the join-
ing of its graphs, or lack thereof, and the spacings between disjoined 
graphs, is given. An analysis of the graphotactic properties of the text 
is then attempted. The results of this analysis become the departure 
point for further investigation into the joining properties of the rest 
of the inscriptions.

The presentation to follow requires some definitions. Borrowing from 
the terminology of phonology and morphology, linguists of writing sys-
tems define a GrAph (cf. phone in phonology and morph in morphology) 

5 For an overview of Old Syriac, see A. Butts, ‘Old Syriac’ and ‘Papyri’ in Brock, 
Butts, Kiraz and Van Rompay (eds), Gorgias Encyclopedic Dictionary of the Syriac Herit-
age (Piscataway 2011). 

6 S. Brock, An Introduction to Syriac Studies (Gorgias Handbooks 4, Piscataway 
2006), 23. 

7 H. Drijvers and J.F. Healey, The Old Syriac Inscriptions of Edessa and Osrhoene. 
Texts, Translations, and Commentary (Leiden 1999), 16–17. 

8 An image is found in W. Hatch, An Album of Dated Syriac Manuscripts (Boston, 
1946; 2nd ed. with an introduction by L. Van Rompay, Piscataway 2002), Pl. I. A 
description of the codex is given by W. Wright, Catalogue of the Syriac Manuscripts 
in the British Museum (London 1870–2; reprint Piscataway 2002), Part II, 631 ff. 
(No. DCCXXVI). 
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as the most basic unit of written language; it usually corresponds to a 
letter or shape such as ܐ or ܢ . A GrApheme (cf. phoneme in phonology 
and morpheme in morphology) is defined as the minimally significant 
unit in a writing system at a more abstract level. For instance, the dif-
ference between initial ܢ  and final ܢ  is merely contextual, and, 
hence, both are said to represent the same grapheme <n> (graphemes 
are shown in angle brackets). Indeed, both graphs, ܢ  and ܢ , are 
AlloGrAphs (cf. allophone in phonology and allomorph in morphology) 
of the same grapheme.

In Syriac (and Arabic) cursive writing, the graphs are mostly con-
nected with a joiner line at the baseline (with the exception of 
Syriac <t> and <†> which require an additional stroke from the base-
line to the top of the graph); e.g., the joining of <byrÌ> in ܒܝܪܚ ‘in 
the month’. Graphemes that join on both sides, such as <y> in 
 are said to be duAl-joininG (hereinafter DJ), while those ,ܒܝܪܚ
that join only on the right, such as <r>, are said to be riGht-joininG 
(hereinafter RJ). (These terms are recent, probably an innovation of 
Unicode.)9 It must be stressed that right in right-joining is used with 
the right-to-left script in mind, not the left-to-right Roman transcrip-
tion; hence, we say that <y> is on the right of <r> in <byrÌ>. 

In formal and standardized writing, the sets of DJ and RJ graph-
emes are usually mutually exclusive. In Classical Syriac, for example, 
the two sets are as follows:

DJ = <b g Ì † y k l m n s ‘ p q s>
RJ = <’ d h w z Ò r t>

In a less formal setting, the hypothesis of mutual exclusivity needs to 
be examined further. It has already been noted by Hatch10 that the 
grapheme <s>, in Classical Syriac, switches from being RJ to DJ around 
the first quarter of the seventh century, but switching from one class 
to another does not betray mutual exclusivity per se. Since such changes 
take some time to become the new ‘standard’, there will be of course 
a period of time when <s> appeared as both DJ and RJ. In fact, as late 
as the eleventh century <s> appears both ways, sometimes on the same 
page. It is in interim periods like this that mutual exclusivity does not 
hold. In the case of Old Syriac, it will be shown shortly that this 
mutual exclusivity of the two sets does not hold, which may be an 
indication that the script was in a state of development.

9 The Unicode Consortium, The Unicode 5.0 Standard (Boston, MA 2006), 
288–90. 

10 See discussion in Hatch, An Album, 34. 
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One final term needs to be introduced. When indicating spacing 
in the inscription, the term KerninG, borrowed from typography,  
is used to indicate that a part of a graph overhangs the edge of an 
adjacent graph; e.g., the hanging of the right part of <n> under <h> and 
<w> in ܟܠܗܘܢ.

The rest of the paper shall present a graphotactic edition of As55 
(§1) with an analysis (§2). This is followed by a discussion of the  
rest of the inscriptions (§3). Finally, concluding remarks are given 
(§4).

1. The Text of As55

The choice of As55 as the departure point for our inquiry was made 
for several reasons: Firstly, it is the earliest example of Syriac writing 
on any medium. Secondly, amongst the inscriptions, it is one of the 
few texts that is available both in photographic and drawing forms, 
allowing a comparison of the text as it appears in the photograph 
against the drawing (sometimes with conflicting results). Thirdly, it is 
one of the more legible inscriptions. Fourthly, and very importantly, 
it is one of the longest inscriptions consisting of c. 38 legible words. 
It is only shorter than As37, dated 165 ce, which totals 46 words, 
and Bs2, dated 73 ce, which totals 49 words.

Inscription As55 was discovered by Cumont11 who made a drawing 
from which Kugener12 deciphered the text. An edition was prepared by 
Maricq13 which became more or less the standard text. This text was 
reproduced by Drijvers.14 Degen15 challenged a few readings. The latest 
and most accessible edition of the text, incorporating Degen’s findings, 
appears in D&H16 and Healey.17 (Starcky18 had suggested <wlÌwy’> 

11 Cumont, Études syriennes (Paris, 1917), 144–50. 
12 M.A. Kugener, ‘Une inscription syriaque de Biredjik’, Rivista degli studi orien-

tali 1 (1907), 587–94.  
13 A. Maricq, ‘La plus ancienne inscription syriaque: celle de Birecik’, Syria 39 

(1962), 88–100.  
14 H.J.W. Drijvers, Old-Syriac (Edessean) Inscriptions (Leiden 1972), 1–2. 
15 R. Degen, ‘Zur syrischen Inschrift von Birecik’, in R. Degen, W.W. Müller, 

and W Röllig (eds), Neue Ephemeris für Semitische Epigraphik, vol. 3 (Wiesbaden 
1974), 67–111. 

16 Pp. 140–4, Pl. 40.
17 J.F. Healey, Aramaic Inscriptions & Documents of the Roman Period (TSSI IV, 

Oxford 2009), 223–6 and pl. 4. 
18 J. Starcky, ‘Les premières inscriptions syriaques’, Bible et Terre Sainte 119 

(1970), 4–7, 24. 
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instead of <wlÌlwy’> [line 4], which was adopted by Drijvers, but 
discarded later on.) The graphotactic edition below sheds some light 
on at least one disputed reading.

The graphotactic edition has two main characteristics: Firstly, it 
maintains the joining and disjoining of graphs based on a study of a 
photograph of a squeeze (estampage in Maricq’s words). (A more recent 
photograph is not available.) Secondly, it provides measurements of 
spacings between disjoined graphs. The measurements are relative, 
not absolute, taken as the percentage of horizontal space with respect 
to the width of the entire image. For instance, a measure of 1.0 means 
1.0% of the width of the entire inscription image; i.e., the entire 
width of the image is 100%.

The inscription image, depicted in Fig. 1 below, was scanned into 
TIFF19 format directly from D&H (Pl. 40). The photograph of the 
squeeze lacked the necessary resolution for our purposes. To impro-
vise, two algorithms were applied on the image using the software 
Photoshop:20 The first is Gaussian blur which applies to the image 
the Gaussian function21 

where x is the distance of a point from the origin, and s is the standard 
deviation. Less formally, the application of the function results in an 
image where noise is reduced making it easier to see the peripherals 
of graphs in the inscription. The second algorithm, or rather modi-
fication, was to adjust the brightness levels of the image histogram 
resulting in an image in which the graphs appear clearer against the 
background. The details of the histogram adjustments are shown in 
Fig. 1 as well.

Determining the joining properties of graphs is not without chal-
lenges. The available image, while enhanced by the transformations 
described above, remains in low resolution. In this case, a drawing is 
also available which is used to confirm readings. However, one cannot 

19 For the benefit of future generations, TIFF stands for Tagged Image File 
Format. It was created by Aldus which was acquired by Adobe Systems, the current 
copyright holder of the format. It has the ability to store image data in a lossless 
manner which is necessary for the current study.  

20 Thomas Knoll et al., Adobe Photoshop CS2, Version 9.0.2 (Adobe Systems 
Incorporated, 2005).  

21 L.G. Shapiro and G.C. Stockman, Computer Vision (Upper Saddle River, 
NJ 2001), 137, 150. 
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entirely rely on the drawing as it was not made with this sort of study 
in mind. In fact, there are not a few instances where the observation 
from the photograph contradicts what the drawing gives. Such con-
tradictions are noted in the comments after the text.

Fig 1. An enhanced photograph of As55.

The following guidelines were observed for taking space measure-
ments. The distance measured was taken at the baseline, or when no 
joiner line is available, at an imaginary baseline taking into consid-
eration the adjacent graphs. In cases in which parts of a graph kerns 
above or below the adjacent one, the kerning was ignored; e.g. in 
measuring the distance in ܢ  ܐ, the distance from the left-most point of 
<n> to the right-most point of the right leg of <’> is given, regardless 
of whether the top-right point of <’> extends well above <n> or not. 
In some cases, kerning results in a negative measurement; e.g., the 
right-most tip of <s> in line 1 is extended well below the preceding ܖ.  
In measuring spacing for right-joining graphs, such as ܖ, the measure-
ment begins from the left-most point of the graph. In cases in which 
two measurements are given, sometimes one positive and one nega-
tive (e.g., ܬܐ at the end of line 2), the positive measurement is taken 
from the baseline, while the negative measurement indicates the 
degree of kerning. Approximate measurements, because of lack of 
clarity in the photograph, are indicated with ≈.

Keeping this in mind, the text of As55 follows. Graphs whose join-
ing property is not clear at all are shaded, even if their main body is 
clear in the photograph, and are excluded from this study. Both <d> 
and <r> appear as dotless ܖ in the inscription, but the disambiguating 
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point is given below for clarity; the point obviously has no bearing 
on spacing or joining. Notes are given after the text and are indicated 
by line number.

ܒܝ0.7 ܪ0.6ܚ 1.2 ܐ0.8ܕ0.5ܪ 0.1- ܫ0.3 ܢ 0.4ܬ  [9111]11111110  1

2  ܐ0.9ܢ 0.7ܐ 1.8 ܙ0.4ܪ0.2-ܒ 0.3ܝ 0.2ܢ 1.0 ܒܪ 1.9/0.4 ܐ0.4ܒ [ ܓܪ] ܫ ܠ 0.2ܝ0.3ܛ0.2/0.3ܐ 

1.4 ܕ.0.1-ܒ 0.2ܝ0.3ܪ1.4-ܬ0.9/0.6-ܐ 

3  ܡ 0.3ܪܒ 0.4ܝܢ ≈0.5ܐ 0.8 ܕ≈0.3-ܥܘ0.5ܝ0.4ܕ0.5-ܠܬ [ܒܪ] ܡܥܢܘ ≈0.7 ܒ ?ܪ 1.7 

ܡܥܢ 0.2ܘ  

4  ܥ 0.5ܒ ?0.6ܕ0.5-ܬ 0.3 ܒܝܬ 0.4 ܩܒ 0.3-ܘ[ܪܐ ܗܢܐ ܠܢܦ [ܫ0.2ܝܘ0.1-ܠܚ 0.4ܠܘ0.2ܝ0.1ܐ

ܡ 0.1ܪ0.5-ܬ 0.8 ܒ 0.3ܝܬ≈0.4ܝ 0.4 ܘܠܒ [ܢܝ      ]ܝ0.4ܕ 1.4 ܟܠ  5

ܐ≈0.7ܢ 0.3-ܫ 2.0 ܕ0.1-ܝ ?ܐ?ܬ1.0ܐ ≈0.8 ܒ [ܒܝܬ ܩܒܘܪܐ ]ܗ0.4ܢ 0.8ܐ  6

7  ܘ0.2ܝ0.5ܚ0.3ܙ0.9ܐ ≈1.1 ܘ≈0.5ܝ0.4ܫ≈1.1ܒ 0.5ܚ 0.9 

ܝ[ܒܪܟܘܢܗ ܐܠܗܐ ܟ ]ܠ 0.3ܗ0.4ܘ1.1ܢ  

ܚ? ܫ0.2-ܝ ≈0.5 ܓܠ 0.2ܦܐ 0.3 ܘ0.1ܣ≈0.0ܠܘ[ܟ        ]ܝ0.1ܘ0.2ܛ [ܐ ]  8

ܬ0.4ܢ 0.3ܘ ? ܥ 0.4ܪ0.0ܘ0.3ܗ ≈1.1 ܥ ܒ ܕ0.4-ܘ [           ]  9

(M = Maricq’s drawing). 

Line 1
.y> is RJ> [ܒܝܪܚ
 s> is RJ; distance between <sn> is either 0.3% or> [ܫܢܬ

1.5%, but probably the former.

Line 2
.distance from the top right tip of <’> to <r> is 0.4% [ܒܪ ܐܒܓܪ
 while <s> is not legible, it is clearly not connected to [ܫܠܝܛܐ

<l>; <y> is RJ; <†> is RJ and sits on the baseline; 
0.3% between <†‚> is from the top right tip of <’> to 
the top tip of <†>.

.<y> is RJ; the leg of <t> is kerned under <r> [ܕܒܝܪܬܐ

Line 3
 the bottom right tip of the right leg of <’> is broken [ܡܪܒܝܢܐ

and the measurement is approximate.
 lt> are clearly joined in the image, but are disjoined> [ܕܥܘܝܕܠܬ

in M.
 the bottom-right corner and the entire foot of <b> is  [ܒܪ

not legible, making it difficult to measure spacing 
accurately on both sides of the graph.

 it is more likely that <nw> are disjoined, though the [ܡܥܢܘ
spacing seems minimal (but joined in M).
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Line 4
.<bd> disjoined in M; the leg of <t> is kerned under <d> [ܥܒܕܬ
 <yw> are joined without inter-word spacing; in <wl> [ܠܢܦܫܝ ܘܠܚܠܘܝܐ

the bottom-right tip of <l> is kerned under <w>; <lÌ> 
are joined; in <Ìl> the bottom-right tip of <l> reaches 
the left-most point of <Ì> but the disjointing is clear; 
<lw> are joined.

Line 5
.<rt> the leg of <t> is kerned under <r> [ܡܪܬ
 yt> are joined; <ty> the approximation in distance is> [ܒܝܬ

due to the fact that the right-most part of the arch of 
<y> is erased in the photograph (though intact in M).

.lb> seem to be joined, but not in M> [ܘܠܒܢܝ
.kl> are joined> [ܟܠ

Line 6
 the left-leg is not legible in the image, but appears <’> [ܐܢܫ

in M; <ns> the top-right tip of <s> kerns over <n>.
.<y> kerns under <d> [ܕܝܐܬܐ

Line 7
 The width of <Ì> is at most 4.1%; the top-right tip [ܘܝܚܙܐ

of <’> kerns on top of <z>.

Line 8
 The <Ì> is partly legible. The distance from the beginning [ܚܫܝ

of the line to the beginning of <s> is 6.3% (for which 
see below); the right-most point of <y> kerns under <s>.

.gl> are joined; <p'> are joined> [ܓܠܦܐ
 The bottom-right tip of <l> almost kerns under the [ܘܣܠܘܟ

left-most point of <s>; <lw> are joined.
 y> is clear in the image, but marked with a supralinear> [ܝܘܛܛܐ

line in D&H; while <’> is not entirely legible, its right 
leg is legible which permits the measurement between 
<†’>.

Line 9
 The joining of <‘b> is not clear on the image, but M [ܥܒܕܘ

has them joined; <bd> are joined.

2. Graphotactic Analysis of As55

2.1 Joining Properties

In terms of joining properties, graphemes in (Classical) Syriac are 
divided into two groups: right-joining and dual-joining. To the for-
mer class belong <’ d, h, w, z, Ò, r, t> with the rest of the graphemes 
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belonging to the latter class. The grapheme <s> is a special case as it 
seems to have been right-joining until the first quarter of the seventh 
century and then became dual-joining.

In Old Syriac, more specifically in As55, the set of dual-joining 
classes is larger. This is not merely because of the lack of cursive 
writing; rather, there are graphs whose ductus does not seem to 
permit them to join with the following graph. The following table 
gives the set of DJ graphemes (in Classical Syriac), indicating the 
number of times they are joined or disjoined to the following graph 
in As55:

Joined Disjoined

ܒ 3 9

ܓ 1

ܚ 2

ܛ 2

ܝ 3 11

ܟ 1

ܠ 5 2

ܡ 2 2

ܢ 1 7

ܣ 1

ܥ 4 2

ܦ 1

ܩ
ܫ 5

The grapheme <q> does not appear legibly in the text making it 
impossible to determine its joining property. Apart from < Ì, †, s, s>, 
all of the remaining graphemes join at least once with the following 
graph making them plausibly DJ. Based on manuscript evidence in 
the Classical Syriac period, we can safely assume that <s> was mostly 
RJ. What of the joining properties of <Ì>, <†> and <s>?

The case for <Ì> as a right-joining grapheme is difficult to make.  
Its ductus permits it to join, though in both instances in As55, it is 
disjoined. (A third instance in line 8 is difficult to read, but the distance 
between <Ì> and <s> is long. In fact, the distance from the beginning 
of <Ì> to the end of <s> is so long, c. 3%, that one questions whether 
there is indeed another graph in between.)
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If <†> was written in the same manner as in Classical Syriac (as far 
as we know from the received calligraphic tradition), first drawing the 
shaft from top to bottom, then curving to the right to create the 
circular part, then it can plausibly join with the next graph. However, 
it seems that in As55, the entire graph sits on the baseline, as opposed 
to Classical Syriac where the circular part hangs from the base line. 
This makes it implausible for <†> to connect to the next grapheme 
rendering it a RJ grapheme.

The case for <s> as a right-joining grapheme is easier to make. It 
occurs five times in the As55, and not a single time is it connected 
to the next grapheme. Indeed, its ductus makes it difficult to argue 
for a DJ <s>.

In summary, it is proposed here that the earliest evidence of Old 
Syriac writing, As55, points to the following graphemes as being RJ: 
<’ d, h, w, z, Ì, †, Ò, r, s, t>.  The jury is still out on <q>.

2.2 Spacing

There are two types of spacing to consider: intra-word and inter-word. 
Intra-word spacing is the distance from a RJ graph, or a disjoined DJ 
graph, to the next graph. For intra-word spacing, the minimum spac-
ing that occurs in As55 is 0.1%, while the maximum spacing is 1.1%, 
the average spacing being 0.42%. 

As for inter-word spacing, the minimum spacing is 0.3%, while 
the maximum spacing is 2.0%, the average spacing being 1.0%. It is 
clear that the writing system by 6 ce did exhibit word spacing. Hav-
ing said that, there is one instance in As55 where word spacing is 
ignored; viz., ܠܢܦ  ܫ ܝܘܠܚ  ܠܘܝ ܐ for ܠܢܦܫܝ ܘܠܚܠܘܝܐ ‘for myself and 
LaÌluya’ (line 4). That word spacing was not fully developed in Old 
Syriac will become more apparent as we see more examples in later 
inscriptions.

2.3 Allographs

While Classical Syriac is rich in allographic variations (DJ graphemes 
have four allographs each, and RJ graphemes have two allographs 
each), the text of As55 hardly exhibits allographic variations. In fact, 
if one is to restrict allographs to exclude shapes that differ from each 
other by the mere joiner line, then the only allographic variation in 
As55 is that of <n>: ܢ  throughout, but ܢ  in final form (line 7). In 
contrast, Classical Syriac Estrangela has the following allographic 
variations:
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 <y>: ܝ  and ܝ
 <k>: ܟ  and ܟ
 <m>: ܡ  and ܡ
 <n>: ܢ  and ܢ   

While <y> appears in As55 in all positions (e.g., final in ܒܝ ܪܚ line 1, 
initial and stand-alone in ܒ  ܝܬܝ), its shape does not exhibit any allo-
graphic variations at all. It always looks more or less like Estrangela ܝ 
of Classical Syriac. The graphemes <k> and <m> do not appear in 
final form making it impossible for us to know if by 6 ce these did 
exhibit allographic variations or not.

Another allographic variation of <n> in Classical Syriac is the  
connected final form  ܢ as opposed to the final stand-alone form ܢ. 
The former occurs post RJ graphemes, while the latter post DJ graph-
emes. The only occurrence of final <n> in As55 is in line 7 after a RJ 
grapheme. Hence, As55 does not have sufficient data to tell us if  ܢ 
was even a possibility (but see section 3 for post As55 data).

3. Joining Properties in Later Inscriptions

The appendices give the texts of later inscriptions in a manner similar 
to the As55 text above, but without giving measurements of space. 
Only inscriptions that have available photographs or drawings in D&H 
are considered. As before, graphs whose joining properties are not clear 
are shaded and are excluded from the analysis. A database was created 
to account for the joining properties of the corpus. Each graph was 
counted as being joined or disjoined. Its inscription number (from 
D&H) and date were also given. In the case of dated inscriptions, the 
exact date was given. In the case of undated inscriptions, an approxi-
mate date to the nearest 25 years was given; hence, ‘early third century’ 
translates into 225, ‘mid second century’ translates into 150, etc.

Graphemes that are DJ in Classical Syriac are listed in the table 
below. For each grapheme, the table gives the number of occurrences 
of the grapheme in the corpus grouped by century and joining prop-
erty (J for joined, and D for disjoined). For instance, during the first 
century, <b> occurs 25 times where its joining property is legible in 
a photograph, 10 out of which are joined and 15 disjoined. The table 
is followed by charts which give the rate of cursive writing in percent-
age terms. The data of the first and second centuries reflect monu-
mental writing, while that of the third century represents a mixture 
of monumental and mosaic writing, the latter being more cursive in 
general.
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1st century 2nd century 3rd century Totals

J D J D J D J D

ܒ 10 15 51 16 97 9 158 40

ܓ 1 0 1 1 13 0 15 1

ܚ 0 7 6 14 13 3 19 24

ܛ 0 3 8 1 5 0 13 4

ܝ 7 23 43 6 49 5 99 34

ܟ 2 3 13 3 7 2 22 8

ܠ 8 9 36 9 54 9 98 27

ܡ 8 4 23 7 53 12 84 23

ܢ 5 19 33 10 49 7 87 36

ܣ 0 1 0 9 1 8 1 18

ܥ 10 4 16 8 33 5 59 17

ܦ 1 4 6 0 9 0 16 4

ܩ 0 2 0 6 13 7 13 15

ܫ 1 15 3 19 8 24 12 58
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The following grapheme classification is used in the discussion to follow:

A. Totally-cursive graphemes. These are the graphemes that occur cur-
sively all the time; i.e., full fledged DJ graphemes.

B. Semi-cursive graphemes. These are graphemes with a cursive rate over 
50%; i.e., they occur cursively more than half the time.

C. Slightly-cursive graphemes. These are graphemes with a cursive rate 
under 50%.

D. Non-cursive graphemes. These are the graphemes that never occur cur-
sively; i.e., full fledged RJ graphemes.

The data gives a clear indication of a progressive process by which the 
script becomes more and more cursive in time. Considering the data 
from the first century, ignoring <g> as it occurs only once, one finds 
that there are no graphemes that are totally cursive. Only two graph-
emes, <m> and <‘>, are semi-cursive. Seven graphemes, <b y k l n p s>, 
are slightly cursive. Four graphemes, <Ì † s q>, are non-cursive. It is 
worth noting that <s> is cursive one out of fifteen times only, a rate 
that will be maintained throughout the next two centuries. Recall 
that <s> is mostly a RJ grapheme in Classical Syriac. We were unable 
earlier to determine the joining property of <q> in As55 as it did not 
occur there. The data from the first century point to <q> being RJ.
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The script becomes more cursive during the second century. While 
only <m> and <‘> were semi-cursive during the first century, now  
<b † y k l m n ‘ p> are semi-cursive (<†> jumps from being non-
cursive to semi-cursive). Only <s> remains in the slightly-cursive club, 
but will maintain its status going forward. The graphemes <s q> 
remain non-cursive. (The grapheme <g> occurs twice, once cursive 
and once non-cursive.)

The script becomes increasingly cursive by the end of the third 
century. For the first time, the totally-cursive class acquires new mem-
bers: <g † p> (now <g> occurs 13 times). Semi-cursive graphemes 
exhibit a higher rate of cursive writing, now all are over 80% cursive, 
while before they mostly were under 80% cursive (still over 50%). 
The grapheme <q> moves from being non-cursive to semi-cursive. 
Even <s> abandons the non-cursive club, and becomes slightly-cursive, 
albeit only once (but the joining is clear).

Conclusion

This paper has provided an analysis of the historical development of 
graph joining in Old Syriac. It put forward the hypothesis that Old 
Syriac did not begin as fully cursive as in Classical Syriac. It was 
partially cursive and became increasingly cursive in time. In fact, dur-
ing the first century there are graphemes, which we know as dual-
joining from Classical Syriac, that were right-joining. Indeed, in some 
cases the ductus of these graphemes, such as <†> and <s>, did not 
permit them to be dual-joining.

Parenthetically, the graphotactic edition of As55 above may help 
settle one disputed reading. Starcky reads ܘܠܚܘܝܐ in place of Maricq’s 
 in line 4. Starcky’s reading would require a spacing of ܘܠܚܠܘܝܐ
1.1% between <Ì> and <w> which is more than the average inter-
word spacing in the text (let alone the intra-word spacing which 
should be the base for reference here). In addition, the width of <Ì> 
in this case cannot be more than 3.1%. This makes Maricq’s reading 
more plausible.

The paper has thus far been silent about the Old Syriac texts written 
on parchments. I was only able to examine a high-resolution image 
of P. Dura 28 (P1 in D&H). It has already been stated that the writ-
ings in the parchments is by far more cursive than those in the 
inscriptions. This is entirely true. In fact, P. Dura 28 is more cursive 
than the Classical Syriac script of 411 ce. As far as joining properties 
are concerned, the writing in P. Dura 28 seems to be very similar to 
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Classical Syriac. One surprising difference is that <’>, whose shape 
here is similar to Serta ܐ rather than Estrangela ܐ, is overwhelm-
ingly joined to the next graph. In a number of places, the text of 
P. Dura 28 does not have inter-word spacing, though the spacing 
exists for most of the text.

One final note on the dating of As55 is needed. The number  
of vertical strokes preceding the sign for 100 on line 1 is not clear. 
In fact, only two are partially visible. Maricq, based on palaeograph-
ical grounds, suggested that there could not be more than three strokes 
(hence, 3 ≈ 100 = 300). More recently, Andreas Luther22 has cast 
doubt on the dating preferring to read an additional stroke yielding 
a new date of 106 ce. This would demote As55, making the Serrin 
inscription (Bs2) the earliest. The graphotactic data presented above, 
however, supports the original dating of Maricq. A fourth stroke 
would put As55 amongst the inscriptions of the second century 
whose cursive rate is much higher than that of As55 (see the charts 
above). It is argued here, based on graphotactic grounds, that the 
original dating of 6 ce ought to be maintained. 

1. Appendix

The appendix gives a graphotactic edition of inscriptions that either 
have an available image or drawing (keeping in mind that drawings 
are not always accurate in terms of joining). Graph joining properties 
are indicated, but without measurements for spacing.

I. Dated Inscriptions

73 ce (Bs2, drawing)

ܒ  ܝܪܚ ܬܫ ܪܝ ܩ ܕܡ ܫ ܢ  ܬ 1111122229111  1

ܒ  ܢ  ܝ ܬ ܐܢ  ܐ ܡܥܢܘ ܩ ܫ ܝ ܫ ܐ [ܒܪ ܡܥܢܘ]  2

ܒܕܪ ܕܢ  ܚ ܝ ܒ  ܪ ܡܥܢ  ܘ ܒܪ ܒܪܗ ܕܫ ܖܖܘܢ  ܚ ܐ  3

ܢ  ܦ  ܫ ܐ ܗܕܐ ܠܢܦ  ܫ ܝ ܘܠܒ  ܢ   ܝ ܒܪ ܫ ܢܝ ܢ 02222  4

ܡܢ ܕܝ ܫ ܒ  ܚ ܝ ܒܪܟܘܢ  ܗ ܐܠ  ܗܐ ܟ  ܠ  ܗܘܢ ܘܥܡܪܐ  5

22 Andreas Luther, ‘Osrhoener am Niederrhein. Drei altsyrische Graffiti aus 
Krefeld-Gellep (und andere frühe altsyrische Schriftzeugnisse)’ in Hans-Joachim 
Drexhage et al. (eds), Marburger Beiträge zur Antiken Handeis-, Wirtschafts- und 
Sozialgeschichte, Band 27, 2009 (Rahden 2010), 11–30, especially 20 ff. 
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ܘܚ ܝ ܐ ܝ ܗܘܐ ܠ  ܗ ܡ  ܢ ܕܝ ܬܐ ܘܗܢ  ܐ ܥ  ܒܕܐ ܝ ܚ ܒ  ܠ  6

ܘܗܠܝܢ ܛ  ܡ  ܐ [  ]ܖ[ ]ܝ[    ]ܐ[ ]ܟ  ܦ  ܪܐ ܠ  ܐ ܝ  ܗܘܐ  7

ܠ  ܗ ܘܒܢ  ܝ ܐ ܕܝܪܡ  ܘܢ ܥ ܦ  ܪܐ ܥܠ ܥ  ܝ ܢ  ܘܗܝ ܠ  ܐ  8

ܝ ܫ ܬܟ  ܚ ܘܢ ܠ  ܗ  9

 yn> touch but it is difficult to discern if it is due to kerning or an> [ܫܢܝܢ 4
actual join. 5 ܡܢ] <mn> are clearly joined, but it could be due to kerning. 
In 4 and 5 <n> has the shape ܢ  rather than  ܢ.

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 7 6
<Ì> 5
<†> 1
<y> 4 12
<k> 1 3
<l> 3 7

<m> 6 2
<n> 4 12
<‘> 6 2
<p> 4
<q> 2
<s> 1 10

165 ce (As 29, image and drawing)

ܗܢ  ܐ ܨܠܡ  ܐ ܦܩ  ܕ  1

ܐܠ  ܗܐ ܠ  ܡ   ܥܢ  ܐ ܒܝܘܡ 1110  2

ܒܐܕܪ ܫ ܢܬ 15022291111  3

 .lm> seems to be joined in the image, but not in the drawing> [ܨܠܡܡܐ 1
 nt> joined> [ܫܢܬ n> joined in image, but not in drawing. 3‘> [ܠܡܥܢܐ 2
in image, but not in drawing.

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 2
<y> 1
<l> 1 2

<m> 2
<n> 3
<‘> 1
<p> 1
<q> 1
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165 ce (As 36, drawing)

ܒܝܪܚܫ ܒܛܫ ܢܬ 111111022291111  1

ܐܢܐ ܬܝܪܕܪ ܒܪ ܐܕܘܢܐ ܫ ܠܝܛܐ ܕܥܪܒ  2

ܒܢܝܬ ܥܠܬܐ ܗܕܐ ܘܫ ܡܬ ܢܨܒܬܐ ܠܡܪܠܗܐ  3

ܥܠܚܝܝ ܡ  ܪܝ ܡܠܟܐ ܘܒܢܘܗܝ ܘܥܠܚܝܝܐܕܘܢܐ  4

ܐܒܝ ܘܥܠܚܝܝܕܝܠܝ ܘܕܐܚܝ ܘܕܒܢܝܢ  5

ܫܢܬ 1 ܫܒܛ  ܚܝ words joined (no word spacing). 4 [ܒܝܪܚ    [ܥܠ 
words joined; ܘܥܠ ܚܝܝ ܐܕܘܢܐ] words joined. 5 ܘܥܠ ܚܝܝ ܕܝܠܝ] words  
joined.

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 4
<Ì> 3
<†> 1
<y> 8
<l> 6

<m> 2
<n> 6
<‘> 3
<s> 3

165 ce (As37, image and drawing)

ܒܫ ܒ  ܛܫܢܬ 111111022291111 ܒܝܪܚ  1

ܐܢܐ ܡܢܝܫ ܒܪ ܐܕܘܢܐ ܘܡܥܢܐ ܘܐܠܟܘ̈ܖ  2

ܘܒܠܒܢܐ ܘܐܠܟܘ̈ܖ ܐܚ ܘܗܝ  3

ܫ ܡܢ ܢܨܒܬܐ ܗܕܐ ܒ  ܗܢ  ܐ ܛܘܪܐ  4

ܒܪܝܟܐ ܘܐܩ  ܝܡܢ ܟܪܣ ܐ ܠ  ܡܢ ܕܝܬܪܣ ܝܗܝ  5

ܫ ܠܝܛܐ ܝܗܘܐ ܒܘܕܪ ܡܢ ܒܬܪ ܬܝܪܕܬ ܫ ܠܝܛܐ  6

ܘܝܬܠ ܟܪܣ ܐ ܠ  ܡܢ ܕܡܬܪܣ ܐ ܠܗ ܦܪܥܢܗ  7

ܡܢ  ܡܪܠܗܐ ܝܗܘܐ ܘܐܢ ܝܟܠܡܐ ܟܪܣ ܐ  8

ܘܬܬܚܒܠܢܨܒܬܐ ܗܘ ܐܠܗܐ ܝܕܝܢ  9

 n> is joined, but the join could be'> [ܘܐܢ words joined. 8 [ܒܫܒܛ ܫܢܬ 1
a scratch. 9 ܘܬܬܚܒܠ ܢܨܒܬܐ] words joined.
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Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 11 2
<Ì> 1 1
<†> 4
<y> 13
<k> 7
<l> 10 2

<m> 10
<n> 9 1
<s> 5
<‘> 2
<p> 1
<q> 1
<s> 1 4

188 ce (As41, image)

[   ]ܖ[  ]ܐܫ ܟ   1

[ ]ܡ ܕܫ ܢܬ ܐܪܒܥ ܡ ܐܐ[  ]  2

[ ]ܡܘܐ [ܚ ]ܬܝ ܚ ܠܚ ܐ ܒܪ [  ]  3

The image is not clear enough to determine most of the joining properties. 
It is clear, however, that both <Ì> and <s> are RJ.

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<Ì> 2

<l> 1

<n> 1
<s> 2

201/2 ce (As16, photograph (not clear) & drawing)

ܒܚ ܡܫ ܡ  ܐܐ ܘܬܠܬܥܫ ܪܐ  1

ܐܢ  ܐ ܣ ܠܘܟ ܒܪ  2

ܡ  ܩ ܝܡܘ ܥ  ܒܕܬ  3

ܠܝ ܒܝܬ ܩ ܒܘܪܐ ܗܢ  ܐ  4

ܠܝ ܘܠ  ܒܢܝ ܘܠܝܪܬܝ  5
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Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 6
<Ì> 1
<y> 3
<l> 5 1

<m> 3 1
<n> 2
<s> 1
<‘> 1 1
<q> 2
<s> 2

209 ce (As9, drawing by Segal)

1  ܒܝܪܚ ܐܕܪ ܫ ܢܬ ܥܫ ܪܝܢ ܐܢܐ ܥܒܫ ܐ ܒܪ ܒ  ܪܥܬܐ ܥܒܕܬ ܠܝ ܒܝܬ 

ܥܠ  ܡܡܐ ܗܢܐ ܠܝ ܘܠܒܢܝ  

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 3 1
<y> 1
<n> 2
<‘> 4
<s> 3

218 ce (Am8, photograph)

ܒ  ܝ ܪܚ ܐܒܫ ܢܬ [   ]ܡܡܐ[ܐ   ]ܬ  1

ܘܬܫ ܥ      

ܐܢܐ ܙܝܕܠܬ ܒܪ ܒܪܒܥܫ ܡ  ܢ  2

ܥ  ܒܕܬ ܠܝ ܒ  ܝܬ ܩ ܒܘܪܐ ܗܢܐ ܠܝܘܠܒܢܝ  3

ܐܘܝ  4

ܐܢܬܬ  5

ܙܝܕܠܬ  6

ܩ ܡ  ܝ  7

ܒܪܬ  8

ܙܝ ܕܠܬ  9

ܙܝܕܠܬ ܒܪ  10

ܒܪܒܥܫ ܡ  ܝܢ  11
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ܒܪܫ ܠ  ܡܡܐ  12

ܒܪ ܙܝܕܠܬ  13

ܡܥܡܝ  14

ܒܪ ܙܝܕܠܬ  15

16   ܒܪܬ

ܙܝܕܠܬ  17

ܡ ܥܘ  18

ܒܪ ܙܝܕܠܬ  19

ܒܪܒܥܫܡܢ  20

ܒܪ ܙܝܕܠܬ  21

.words joined [ܠܝ ܘܠܒܢܝ words joined. 3 [ܐܒ ܫܢܬ 1

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 15 2
<y> 9 1
<l> 8 1

<m> 4 3
<n> 5
<‘> 3 1
<q> 2

<s> 5

224 ce (Am9, photograph by Drijvers)

ܒܝܪܚ ܢܝܣ ܢ  1

ܫܢܬ ܚܡܫܡܡܐ  2

ܘܬܠܬܝܢ ܘܚܡܫ  3

ܐܢܐ ܒܪ ܥܡܬܐ  4

ܒܪ ܩܫܝܐ ܥܒܕܬ  5

ܒܝܬ ܩ ܒܪܐ ܗܢܐ  6

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 5
<y> 2
<n> 1
<q> 1
<s> 1
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227/8 ce (Bm1, photgraph by Parlasca)

ܦܪܬ  1

ܡܠܟܐ  2

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<p> 1

228 ce (Am7, photograph by Segal)

ܐܪܦܘܣ  1

ܒ  ܝܪܚ ܬܡ  ܘܙ ܫ ܢܬ ܬܠܬܝܢ  2

ܘܬܫ ܥ ܐܢܐ ܐܦܬܘܚܐ ܒܪ  3

ܒܪܢܝ ܥ  ܒܕ ܠܝ ܒ  ܝܬ ܥܠܡܡܐ ܗܢܐ  4

ܠܝ ܘܠܒܢܝܘܠܝܪܬܝ ܠ  ܝܘܡܬ ܥܠ  ܡ  ܐ  5

.words joined [ܘܠܒܢܝ ܘܠܝܪܬܝ 5

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 4 2
<†> 1
<y> 4
<l> 6 2

<m> 2 2
<n> 5
<‘> 2 1
<p> 2
<s> 2

235/6 ce (Am6, photograph by Segal)

ܦܢܟܣ  1

ܒܫܢܬ ܚܡܫܡܡܐܐ  2

ܘܐܪܒܥܝܢ ܘܫܒܥ  3

ܕܥܒܕ ܒܪܫܡܫ ܒܪ  4

ܒܪܩܐ ܒܝܬ ܥܠܡܡܐ  5

ܗܢܐ ܠܝܘܠܒܢܝܠܝܘ[ܡܬ]  6

ܥܠܡܡܐ  7
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Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 9
<g>
<Ì> 1
<y> 4
<k> 1
<l> 5

<m> 5
<n> 4
<‘> 6
<q> 1
<s> 4

II. Undated Inscriptions

The following inscriptions are not considered as neither photographs nor draw-
ings are of sufficient quality for a graphotactic analysis: As 28, As43, and As45.

As1 (c. first half of 3rd century)

ܐܢܐ ܐܦܬܘܚܐ  1

ܢ  ܘ[ܗܕܪܐ] ܒ  ܪ  2

ܒ  ܪܫ[   ܥ]ܒ  ܕܬ  3

ܐܣ ܛܘܢܐ ܗܢܐ  4

ܘܐܕܪܝܛܐ ܕܥܠܡܢܗ  5

ܠܫܠܡܬ ܡܠܟܬܐ ܒܪܬ  6

ܡܥܢܘ ܦܨܓܪܝܒܐ  7

ܐܢܬ[ܬ   ]ܐ  8

ܡܪܬܝ[ܘܥܒܕܬ ܛܬܒܝ]  9

.words joined [ܕܥܠ ܡܢܗ 5

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 2 3
<†> 1
<y> 1
<k> 1
<l> 2

<m> 3
<n> 4 1
<s> 1
<‘> 1
<p> 1
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As2 (c. 2nd/3rd century)

] ܕܡܪܢ  1

]ܐ ܘܣ ܓܝܕܐ  2

] ܐܕܗܝ  3

] ܕܫܡܫܓܪܡ  4

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<g> 1
<y> 1
<m> 1
<s> 1

As6 (c. 2nd/3rd century)

[ܗ]ܕܐ  1

[ܨ]ܠܡܬܐ ܕܩ ܝܡܝ  2

[ܒ ] ܪܬ ܐܕܟܘ ܕܥܒܕ  3

[ܥ ] ܒܕܠܬ ܒܪ ܟܘܙܐ  4

[ ]ܢ ܚܒ [ ܠ  5

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 2
<Ì> 1
<y> 1
<k> 2
<l> 2

<m> 2
<‘> 1
<q> 1

As10 (c. 3rd century, Segal photograph & drawing)

ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܩ ܒܪܐ  1

ܗܢܐ ܕܝܘܚܢܢ ܐܝ ܓ [ܡܘܢܐ ]   2

ܒܪ ܬܐܦܘܠܩܛܐ ܘܕ[  3

ܫܘܬܦܬܗ ܒܪܬ  4

ܝܘܚܢܢ ܪܝܫ ܓܘܕܐ  5

ܕܝܘܢܝܐ ܘܕܬ  6
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ܐܦܘܠܩܛܐ ܒܪ  7

ܐ ܕܝܠܗܘܢ  8

ܘܕܟܠܗܘܢ  9

[    ] ܘܢܐ  10

[ܐ ] ܚܘܬܐ  11

.q> joint in photograph, but not in drawing> [ܩܒܪܐ 1

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 4
<g> 1
<Ì> 3
<†> 2
<y> 7 1
<k> 1
<l> 3
<n> 5
<p> 3
<q> 3
<s> 1

As11 (undated, Segal photograph & drawing)

ܐܝ ܬܘܗ[ܝ ]  1

2  ]ܠ[    ]ܘ

ܒܢܬܗ ܕ[    ]  3

[  ]ܬܘܡܡܐ  4

[  ]ܠܡ [    ]  5

 .l> disjoint in drawing but not in photograph> [ ܠܡ 5

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 1
<y> 1
<l> 1

<m> 1
<n> 1
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As20 (undated, Segal photograph, Pognon drawing)

ܐܢ  ܐ ܓܝܘ ܒܪܬ ܒܪܫ ܘܡܡܐ  1

ܥ  ܒܕܬ ܠ  ܝ ܒܝܬ ܩ  ܒ  ܘܪܐ ܗܢ  ܐ  2

ܒܥܝܢܐ ܡ  ܢ  ܟ ܐܚ ܪܝܐ ܕܥܐܠ  3

ܠ  ܟܐ ܓܪܡܝܡܢ ܐܘܙܢ  ܐ ܠܡܐ ܬܙܝܥ  4

ܘܡܢ ܕܢ  ܙܝ ܥ ܓܪܡ  ܝ ܚܪܬܐ ܠܡܐ ܬܗܐ  5

ܠܗ ܘܢܬܠܝܛ ܠܡܪܠܗܐ  6

ܕܟܝܪ ܒܪܫ ܘܡܡܐ  7

ܒܪ ܘܐܠ  8

 <m> [ܡܢܟ b> disjoint in P. 3> [ܒܪܫܘܡܡܐ ;b> disjoint in Pognon> [ܒܪܬ 1
joint in P. 4 ܓ̈ܪܡܝ ܡܢ] no word spacing. 5 ܓ̈ܪܡܝ] <m> joint in P.

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 4
<g> 1
<Ì> 1 1
<y> 1 1
<k> 1
<l> 2

<m> 1 2
<n> 2 3
<‘> 1
<q> 1
<s> 2

A26 (c. mid 2nd century, Drijvers photograph, Segal drawing)

ܒ  ܪ ܟ  ܘܙܐ   1

ܕܟܝ  ܪ ܙܟܝ ܘܒܢܘܗܝ  2

ܩ  ܕܡ ܐܠܗܐ  3

.k> disjoint in Segal’s drawing> [ܙܟܝ 2

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 1 1
<y> 1
<k> 2 1
<l> 1
<n> 1
<q> 1
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As27 (c. mid 2nd century, Segal photograph & drawing)

We rely mostly here on the drawing.

ܒ [ܪ] ܫ ܝ[ܠ ]ܐ   1
ܥܒܕ ܫ ܝܠܡܐ ܨܠܡ  ܐ  2

ܠܣ ܝܢ ܐܠܗܐ ܥܠ ܚ ܝܝ  3
ܬܝܪܕܬ ܒܪ ܐܕܘܢܐ ܘܥܠ ܚܝܝ  4

ܐܚ ܘܗܝ  5

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 2
<Ì> 1 2
<y> 5
<l> 3

<m> 1
<n> 1
<s> 1
<‘> 3
<s> 1

As30 (c. mid 2nd century, Drijvers photograph, Segal drawing)

ܕܟܝܪ ܐܕܘܢ  ܐ  1
ܘܬܝܪܕܬ ܘܐܢܐ  2

ܘܡܥܢܘ ܘܡܥܬܐ  3
ܘܐܠ  ܟܘܪ ܒ  ܪ  4

ܐܕܘܢ  ܐ ܐܒܘܗܝ  5

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 1 1
<y> 2
<k> 2
<l> 1

<m> 2
<n> 2 2
<‘> 2

As32 (c. mid 2nd century, Healey photograph, Segal drawing)

ܒܪܡ  ܬܝ  1
ܕܟܝܪ ܐܒ  ܒ  ܘܝ  2

ܕܟܝܪ ܒܪܢܝ   3
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Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 2 2
<y> 1
<k> 1
<n> 1

As40 (c. mid 2nd century, Drijvers photograph)

ܗܢ  ܐ ܨܠܡܡܐ  1

ܕܥ  ܒܕ ܥ  ܠ  ܒ  ܠ ܒܪ  2

ܚ ܡ  ܛܘܛܛܐ  3

ܠܒ ܬܐ ܒܪܗ  4

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 3 1
<Ì> 1
<l> 1 1

<m> 1
<n> 1
<‘> 2

As41 (before 188, Drijvers photograph)

]ܕ[  ]ܐܫ ܟ    1

]ܡ ܕܫ ܢ ܬ ܐܪܒܥ ܡ ܐܐ[  2

]ܡܘܐ [ܚ]ܬܝ ܚ ܠܚ ܐ ܒܪ[  3

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 2
<Ì> 2
<l> 1
<n> 1
<s> 2

As42 (c. mid 2nd century, Drijvers photograph)

]ܐܐ ܘܒ  ܫ ܢܬ   1

]ܬܪܬܝܢ ܐܢ  ܐ   2

ܒܪ ܘܖܖܘ ]ܨܠ   3
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Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 1 1
<n> 1
<s> 1

As47 (c. mid 2nd century, Healey photograph, Pognon drawing)

ܗܠܝܢ ܨܠܡܡܐ ܕܥܒܕ  1

ܘܐܠ ܒܪ ܡܘܬܪܘ [ܢܘܗܕ]ܪܐ  2

ܕܦܪܪ ܠܘܐܠܫ ܠܝܛܐ ܕܥܪܒ  3

ܒܪ ܘܐܠ ܘܠܘܐܠ ܒܪܗ  4

ܢܘܗܕܪܐ ܕܫ ܘܪ ܡܪܘܗܝ  5

ܘܥܒܕܝ ܛܒܬܗ  6

[ܫ ܝܠܡܐ] ܒܪ  7

ܫ ܝܠܡܐ ܓܠܦ  8

.no word spacing [ܠܘܐܠ ܫܠܝܛܐ 3

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 7
<g> 1
<†> 2
<y> 3
<l> 6

<m> 3
<n> 1
<‘> 3
<p> 1
<s> 3

As49 (c. mid 2nd century, Healey photograph, Pognon drawing)

ܕܥ  ܒܕ ܒܪܢܗܪ  1

ܒܪ ܖܝܢܝ ܫ ܠܝܛܐ  2

ܕܥܪܒ ܠ  ܐܘܪܝܠܘܣ  3

ܚܦܣ ܝ ܒܪ  4

ܒܪ [ܟܠܒ ]ܐ ܐܦܠܘܬܪܐ  5

[ܕܐܢ  ]ܛ ܘܢܝܢܣ  6

[ܩܣ]ܕ ܡܪܗ ܘܥܒܕ  7

[ܛܒ ]ܬܗ  8
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.no word spacing [ܠܘܐܠ ܫܠܝܛܐ 3

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 6
<Ì> 1
<†> 1 –
<y> 3
<l> 3 1

<m> 1
<n> 4
<s> 1
<‘> 2 1
<p> 2
<s> 1

As50 (c. mid 2nd century, Healey photograph, Pognon drawing)

ܕܥ  ܒܕ  1

ܐܕܘܢܐ  2

[ܒܪ] ܬܝܪܕܬ  3

[ܠܚ]ܦܣ ܝ  4

[ܒܪ ܒܪ]ܟܠܒܐ  5

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 2
<y> 1
<k> 1
<l> 1
<n> 1
<s> 1
<‘> 1
<p> 1

As56 (unknown date, Segal photograph & drawing)

ܗܢܐ ܒ  ܬ ܩ ܒ  ܘܪܐ  1

ܕܥ  ܒ  ܕ ܥ  ܒ  ܕܒܝܒܪ ܡ  ܠܝ  2

ܘܖܒ  ܬܝܖܡܟ  ܐܚ[ܘܗܝ  3

ܬܪܝܗܘܢ ܚ ܫ ܩ ܒܠ   4
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Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 3 5
<Ì> 2
<y> 3
<m> 1 1
<n> 1
<‘> 2
<q> 2
<s> 1

As57 (unknown date, Segal photograph)

[  ]ܒܢ ܒܪܟ  ܡܪܐ  1

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 2
<k> 1
<m> 1

As60 (c. mid 2nd century, Güler photograph)

ܨܠܡ  ܐ ܕܠܫ ܡܫ ܒ  ܪ  1

ܫܡܫܝ ܗܒ ܕܥ  ܒ  ܕ ܠ  ܗ  2

ܒܪܢܝ ܐܚ ܘܗܝ ܡܢ ܕܝܚ ܒܠ  3

ܣ ܝܢ ܒ  ܥ  ܠ ܕܝ  ܢ  ܗ ܝ  ܗܘܐ  4

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 2 2
<Ì> 2
<y> 2 3
<l> 2 1

<m> 3 1
<n> 2
<s> 1
<‘> 2
<s> 2 1
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As61 (c. mid 2nd century, Güler photograph)

ܗܢܐ ܨܠ  ܡ  ܐ  1

ܕܐܩ ܝ ܡ ܖܝܢܘܢ  2

ܠܥܒܝ ܖܥܠ ܒ  ܪܗ  3

ܟ  ܢܐ ܝ ܗܘܐ ܚ ܘܓ ܐ  4

ܕܐܒܐ ܚ ܬܢ  ܝ  5

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 1
<g> 1
<Ì> 2
<y> 1 2
<k> 1
<l> 1

<m> 1
<n> 3 1
<q> 1

Am2 (c. early 3rd century, Segal photograph)

ܐܢ  ܐ  1

ܐܦܬܘܚ ܐ  2

ܒܪ ܓܪܡܘ  3

ܥ  ܒܕܬ ܠܝ ܒܝ  ܬ  4

ܥܠܡ  ܐ ܗܢ  ܐ  5

ܠܝ ܘܠܒܢܝ  6

ܘܠܝܪܬܝܠܝܘܡܬ  7

ܥܠ  ܡܡܐ  8

ܐܦܬܘܚܐ  9

ܒܪ ܓܪܡܘ  10

ܓܪܡܘ  11

ܐܣܘ  12

ܫܘܡܘ  13

ܫܠ  ܡ  ܬ  14

ܒܪܬܠ  ܗܐ  15

.no word spacing [ܘܠܝܪܬܝ ܠܝܘܡܬ 7
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Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 5
<g> 2
<Ì> 1
<y> 3 1
<l> 7 2

<m> 6 1
<n> 1 2
<‘> 2 1
<p> 1
<s> 2

Am3 (c. early 3rd century, Euling photograph)

ܐܢ  ܐ ܒܠܝ ܒܪ ܓܘܣ ܝ ܥܒܕܬ ܠܝ ܒܝܬ ܥܠܡܡܐ ܗܢܐ ܠܝ ܘܠܒܢܝ ܘܠܝܪܬܝ  1

ܫ ܠܡ  ܬ  2

ܒܪܬ ܓܘܣ ܝ  3

ܒܠܝ ܒܪ ܓܘܣܝ  4

ܖܡܝ  5

ܣ ܪܟܢ  6

ܩܨܬ ܐܬܬ  7

ܥܒܫ ܝ  8

ܐܪܚܡܬܐ  9

ܐܡܗ  10

ܕܥܒܫ ܝ  11

ܥܒܫ ܝ  12

ܡܓ [  ]ܐ  13

ܥܒܕܫ ܘܟ  14

ܒܪܢܒܣ ܒܪ ܒܠܝ  15

ܣ ܡܝ  16

ܫ ܠܡ  [ܬ]  17

ܐܡ  [ܗ]  18

ܕܐܢܝ  19

ܐܢܝ  20

ܒܪ ܒܠܝ  21
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Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 18
<g> 3
<Ì> 1
<y> 2
<k> 1
<l> 11

<m> 6 1
<n> 5 1
<s> 1 4
<‘> 5
<q> 1
<s> 6

Am4 (c. early 3rd century, Segal photograph & drawing)

ܓܥܘ ܐܢܬܬ  1

ܡ  ܩܝܡܘ  2

ܫܠܡܬ ܒܪܬ  3

ܡܥܢܘ  4

ܡܩܝܡܘ ܒܪ ܐܒ  ܕܢܚܝ  5

ܐܙ[  ] ܒܪ  6

ܡܩܝܡܘ  7

ܥܒܕܫ ܡܫ ܒܪ  8

ܡܩܝܡܘ  9

ܡܥܢܘ ܒܪ  10

ܡܩܝܡܘ  11

ܐܡ  ܬܢܚܝ  12

ܒܪܬ ܡܩܝܡܘ  13

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 7 1
<g> 1
<Ì> 2
<y> 6
<l> 1

<m> 15 2
<n> 4
<‘> 4
<q> 6
<s> 2
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Am5 (c. early 3rd century, Segal/Parlasca photographs)

ܚܕܝ [  1

ܢܡ  [  2

ܨܢܬ[  3

ܓܒܝ  4

ܚܦܣ ܝ  5

ܒܪ ܐܕܘܢܐ  6

ܥܕܝܬܐ ܒܪܬ  7

ܐܕܘܢܐ ܒܪ ܓܒܝ  8

ܗܢܐ ܒܝܬ ܥܠܡܡܐ  9

ܥܒܕ ܠܗ ܐܕܘܢܐ  10

ܒܪ ܓܒܝ ܒܪ  11

ܫ ܠܡܥܬܐ  12

ܡܢ ܕܢܓܠ  13

ܫ ܒܪ ܐܚܪܝܬܐ  14

ܘܢܪܩܕ ܩܕܡܝܬܐ  15

ܬܗܘܐ ܠܗ ܚܪܬܐ ܛܒܬܐ  16

Grapheme Joint Count Disjoint Count

<b> 12
<g> 4
<Ì> 4
<†> 1
<y> 4
<l> 3

<m> 4
<n> 8
<s> 1
<‘> 4
<p> 1
<q> 2
<s> 2

Address for correspondence: Beth Mardutho: The Syriac Institute
954 River Road, Piscataway, NJ 08854, USA
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